AVerCharge T18

18 Device Compact Charging Tower
• Simultaneous power strip charging
• Advanced cable management system
• Small footprint
• Ships fully assembled
• Wall mount kit included
• Unsurpassed customer support & warranty

T18 comes preassembled and ready to charge in the most compact design yet. Taking up
minimal classroom space with its vertical design makes this tower the perfect device management
system for classrooms needing a fixed charging solution.
Integrated
Cable Management

Efficiently Compact
The smallest footprint at 18.5” wide
leaves more space for interactive
learning, while supporting 18

Built-in locking cable clips on

18.5”

both sides of the tower, create

laptops, Chromebooks, or tablets up

an organized and efficient cable

to 16”.

management system located at the
front for smooth access to quickly
plug and unplug devices.

Ships Fully Assembled
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security and stability.

Unmatched Service
& Warranty
The T18 includes AVer’s best in class
service and warranty program with
technical support and onsite repair,
along with a 10-year mechanical and
a 5-year electrical warranty program.
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mounts easily to the wall for increased

Effortless Charging
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instantly start charging devices, and
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T18 comes preassembled, ready to

No programming or monitoring
needed, and devices are
simultaneously charged without
worry of circuit overload.

Compatible with
All Classrooms

&

T18 is a universal solution that is
adaptable to mixed learning, 1:1, and
BYOD making it a perfect charging
tower for any learning environment.

Specifications
Device Capacity

18

Slot Size

12.6” (W) x 17.72” (D) x 2.36” (H)

Support Device

Devices up to 16”

Charging Type

Simultaneous power strip charging

Sync Type

N/A

External
Power Outlets

N/A

Tower Dimension

18.5” (W) x 20.1” (D) x 57.9” (H)

Package Dimension

63.43” x 23.78” x 24.53” (1 in 1 w/o pallet)
63.98” x 24.41” x 30.24” (1 in 1 with pallet)
63.98” x 28.35” x 30.24” (2 in 1 with pallet)

Net Weight

132.28lbs

Gross Weight
(with Packaging)

Power Specification

100-120V ~50/60Hz, 12A

Adapter Management 9 fixed adapter shelves: 2 adapters per shelf

Cable Management

Built-in locking cable clips on both sides of the tower.
Cable security channel underneath shelf.

Front Door Security

3-Point mechanism with padlock hole

Door Hinge

Left Door: 265 degrees

Cable Management
Right Door Security

3 M4 screws

Warranty

10-year tower and tray

Right Door: 180 degrees

Wall Mounting

Certification*

T18 will ship with screws and mounting guide.
Tower must be mounted to wall to prevent
tipping when devices are loaded into the tower.
UL 60950-1 Certified
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153.32lbs

5-year electrical components

